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Abstract 

While the number of gamers increasing in a big way every year, gaming addiction has become a serious problem for gamers, and the 
people around them. This paper seeks to examine the process of gaming industry, by breaking them down into interconnected components. 
These components are then formalized using the System Dynamics approach. Based on the systemic model that we created, we are able to 
see how certain parts of the system interact with and can be influenced by other parts of the system. It helps us propose several policy 
measures and regulations, which can potentially help society address the looming gaming addiction problem and prevent from becoming 
even more dangerous. The gaming industry also was evaluated from the financial perspective, and this helps us analyze important 
connections and understand which parties are involved and who should be held responsible for people who are being addicted. 
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1 Introduction 

These days, over a billion people play video games [1], and 
this has made the gaming industry a multi-billion dollar 
industry [2]. However, this ability to get some people to 
move up the ladder as they play video games more and more 
and for increasingly longer intervals,  and “progress” from 
being non-players to casual players, to enthusiasts, to 
hardcore enthusiasts, and finally to addicts,  is creating huge 
problems from the social, economic and other points of view. 
With increasing Internet availability and affordability 
around the world [3], and faster penetration of cheap mobile 
devices [3], access to the video games is also accelerating.  

The gaming addiction problem has received a significant 
amount of attention from analysts and researchers over the 
last decade or two, but the alarm bells have started going off 
in several countries such as South Korea and China, where 
the gaming addiction problem is now being recognized 
officially as a serious one [4]. Researchers have tried to look 
at the gaming industry to evaluate and describe it based on 
different criteria and approaches such as using internet 
addiction as a foundation for their research; drawing links to 
other addiction problems such as gambling addiction, 
addiction to alcohol and narcotics, and so on; and using 
socio-demographic variables etc. [5]. 

It is important to explore the gaming industry further, 
and describe it in a more formal sense. In order to do that, 
the System Dynamics approach [6] can be very helpful, in 
that it enables us to build a system with carefully chosen 
parameters and analyze the problem from a number of 
different policy points of view. There are very few, 
instances of studies that have used this approach [4, 7].  

We believe that our model based on the System 
Dynamics approach could be used as a yardstick for 

governments, at the national, provincial or local level, to 
help evaluate various policy measures and alternative rules 
and regulations, and to formulate and implement the policies 
most suited to their context and to their needs. There are 
several examples of these countries, for instance South 
Korea and China [8], that have started formulating policy 
responses to the gaming addiction problems their citizens 
are facing.  

This research will go further into details of the gaming 
industry and address these issues: 

1. Why do people play video games? 
2. What is the connection between different 

components? 
3. What should be done to try to prevent gaming 

addiction? 
4. What can be done in order to help people who are 

addicted? 

2 General 

The aim of this paper was to provide a more specific, 
formalized representation of the gaming industry, and to 
analyze the number of different ways that it can affect society 
from social, and economical perspective. We believe that the 
System Dynamics-based model of the gaming industry would 
help analysts better visualize, measure the gaming industry, 
formalize and evaluate various policy prescriptions, and so on. 
This gave us an opportunity to look more closely at specific 
parts or aspects of the gaming industry-system, and to explore 
some scenarios that might be obtained in the future. It could 
facilitate greatly the process of formulating and implementing 
policies at the government level and it can also be useful as a 
self-study tool.  

Many factors of the gaming industry have been carefully 
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reviewed [9, 10], and identified. For instance, the number of 
hours spent (consecutively and per unit of time such as week 
or month) playing video games, how players are connected 
to each other, to game providers, and increasingly to 
members of an online or offline audience, what factors 
determine which people are more likely to progress from 
being just casual players to enthusiasts, to addicts, etc., and 
how much time these people spend playing video games, 
what are the main parameters and variables that need to be 
included in an analytical model, and so on. 

Moreover, research shows what factors can help society 
fight against this addiction, by specifying factor which could 
decrease the number of population who play and cannot 
control themselves in terms of playing time e.g., building a 
treatment centers and offering more substantive and 
potentially successful treatment regimens, educating and 

hence increasing the awareness of the addict’s or would-be-
addict’s close circle of people (relatives, friends).  

3 Conclusions 

Numerous researchers have been working on trying to find 
what parameters and variables are critical in gaming 
addiction modeling and analysis; understanding the 
connections to and correlations with other disorders; on 
providing sources of statistical evidence; developing 
different assessment tools, and so on. This paper connects 
all of these, by using the System dynamics approach (Figure 
1). After examining the system that we have created, we will 
be able to “test-drive” alternative regulatory and policy 
approaches, which can be used to make well-founded and 
better decisions in the future. 

 
FIGURE 1 System Dynamics model of propagation of gaming addiction through a population of susceptible individuals 
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